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Editorial
Fellow Pnuts
Hi Everyone,

because it is full of mushy talk and it will
probably make me cry but this is an extract from
the actual nuptials;

Well its time for another dose of diatribe best
taken with a spoonful of honey and tongue in
cheek. We have for you in this issue some
interesting member articles and finally some
fight back from those Spanish olive owners out
there. I was beginning to think Spanish Olive was
actually Shrinking Violet. If there is one thing
this magazine needs is balanced impartial
reporting!
I did notice that both of the Spanish Olives in the
last magazine classified section have now been
sold which leaves me to ponder whether there
are some people out there that actually
appreciate Spanish Olive or the cars are getting
so rare that would be owners stop at nothing to
get hold of a P76 thinking I can always repaint it.
If you are in the “I Like Spanish Olive” category
with the heightened security you must realise
that you own a Weapon of Mass Repugnance and
are now probably on the Terrorist watch list.
If you are in the “Purchase at any Cost” category
remember Spanish Olive is very difficult to
remove as it leaches into the surface of metal
just like stains in a hand me down nappy.
Speaking of Spanish Olive I note that Tassie
Member Bob Findlay used his Spanish Olive
Executive for another wedding recently (See
Photo Front Cover)
On this occasion it was his own wedding so
congratulations are in order to Bob and
Georgette on behalf of the club and its
membership.

Cyril Sapsucker
GUESS WHO??? an accomplice who shall remain
nameless dug up this photo of one of our current
members. At first glance one could think it was
Norman Gunstan; Note the straight short cut
pants and white ankle socks a dead giveaway
one would think?????
Even though the resemblance is uncanny leading
one to this conclusion, you would be wrong; this
is our very own King Willie Weetie – Rodney
Warrick at age 20.

Members will be interested to know that this
wedding comes after a short engagement of just
14 years. This report from our fashion reporter
Cyril Sapsucker
The
wedding
was
ffff….abulous
darlings,
I
cried when they said I do.
Georgette was dressed in a
sss…imply delightful above
the
knee
number
and
parchment white jacket; she
looked
simply
gorgeous.
Bobby
wore
his
great
grandfathers pipe smoking outfit complete with a
dated waist coat and baggy trousers. But then
there was that car……. what were they thinking
darlings!!!.
Following the goss on the wedding I discovered
that there is a twised love triangle involved.
Georgette finally agreed to Marry Bob only after
accepting that she would be marrying both Bob
and his P76.
I’m not making this up either the Spanish Olive
even rated a mention in their wedding vows! I’m
not going to show you the whole of the vows

I hope you enjoy this issue of ABA
Regards Martyn & Silvia

Letters to the Editor
Spanish Olive- I love it
Do you realise that we have, “Car Racism” in
our Club, i.e. judging the acceptability of a
car according to the colour of its skin?
That practice is illegal when referring to
our own species, yet you engage in it in ABA
when talking about cars. My car is livid!
“Surely,” he says, “every remaining P76
deserves to be encouraged and helped to
continue as long as possible, and not to be
discouraged because of its colour. It makes
me feel like writing myself off in a big
bingle.” But he is also very loyal and
protective toward his driver, so that
doesn’t happen.
My car knows that when ABA arrives there
will probably be diatribe about his colour.
He is very upset about it. He says, “Even
though the Editor says of a Spanish Olive
P76 in another place, “Please remember
they are still a P76 underneath,” he doesn’t
remember that when he writes. Most
hurtful! There’s a word to describe that
behaviour. Writing about a ‘Spanish Olive
stain’ in the metal, and referring to an
‘Industrial Nappy Wash’ being needed to
remove said stain is offensive to me. After
all, Spanish Olive is one of the most
naturally green colours there is. At least
there is nothing ‘Bitter’ about me”.
My car suggests that Andy not adhere
strictly to the colour of his Factory Black
Executive. He wonders whether the ‘donor
car’ was in slightly better condition than
the Factory Black as he was able to use it’s
panels, implying that his restoration should,

at least, be partially Spanish Olive if both
original colours are maintained. Perhaps the
floor pan and the normally black strip at
the bottom of the car, no longer visible
because of the Factory Black, could be
Spanish Olive. At least it would be unique.
Then perhaps, there wouldn’t be the same
urgency to remove the olive colour by
resorting to the unsavoury methods
referred by the Editor. [Suggestions were
requested!]
By permission of my angry Spanish Olive
P76, and with ‘tongue-in-cheek.’
N.B. My Spanish Olive P76 only talks to me,
so don’t try it yourself. It’ll only make you
look ‘plum loco.’
[To those of you who will only see this in
black and white, this is written in Olive
coloured print.]
Michael Chadwick
Spanish Olive
Rights Advocate
Mrs Edna Greenhair
says………
“Well done Michael for
speaking
out.
It’s
about
time
some
balance was brought
to
this
Magazine.
Someone needs to
speak up for the
oppressed minority in
the P76 Movement”.

And could somebody please tell me what the hell is a
P76???

Papercut’s Member Roast

Andy was first inspired by motor racing at the age of
5 after mum and dad took him to see a movie called
“Herbie Goes to Monte Carlo”.

Victim: Andrew (Drew) Griffith (Social Secretary)
Occupation: Race Car Technician
Nick Name: Really Cheap Stig
Some say he is so cheap …………….
He rides a crowded MET tram just to get his
jumpsuit pressed and recycles Belly Button Lint
for thermal insulation

Our new social Secretary Andrew Griffith
is an interesting and complex character.
His career took to three distinct paths
finally settling on his childhood love but
let’s first explore the years before his
launch into motor racing
Firstly he had his own cheap TV show where he
played a small hic town cop alongside his two side
kicks
Gomer
Pyle
and
Barney
Fife
pictured
left.
Gomer
and
Barney
went
on
to
have
successful
Careers
in
show business
of course but
the
ever
serious
and
thrifty
Andy
decided
to
save
a
few
bucks and axe
the show.
Andy then decided to put his hand to get rich quick
children’s book publishing scheme, capitalising on his
sense of humour and one syllable vocabulary. His
inherent sense of child play gave rise to a number of
inspiring titles published but unfortunately these were
banned from schools and sales plummeted.

It all started with a Volkswagen called Herbie.
No one at the time knew the impact this film would
have on Andrew’s later life, which fatefully sparked a
passion that just yearned for him to jump of the
closet and declare himself. He decided he was going
to build, drive and race cars all he needed was for
someone to pay for it.
It wasn’t until the age of 20 that the door was ajar
and if he was going to build fast cars he needed to
break up with Herbie. He neatly packed up his
autographed copies of Motor Sports Illustrated (The
ones with Herbie’s Photo in it), his unanswered fan
letters and said goodbye as he shut the closet door on
the Herbie era.
By the time Andrew was 20 years old he was Go Kart
Racing finishing fourth in his club’s championship in
his first season and second the following year. By that
time he was also a qualified Motor Mechanic and after
his apprenticeship Andrew searched for a new
challenge.
He applied for entry as a student at motor sports
Training Australia in Wodonga who ran a full time
TAFE course on motor sport engineering with
hundreds of applicants every year for only 30
positions.
When faced with the rigorous student screening
program and aptitude test for selection Andrew lost all
hope at following his dream. There were too many
younger and smarter HSC graduates but fortunately
for Andy they had all read his children’s books and so
their IQ’s were handicapped and downgraded. Two
weeks later Andrew had been accepted and his
enrolment papers arrived in the mail. It was time to
leave home and follow his dream.
Andrew spent a lot of his time as a student away on
work experience at race tracks all around the country
with racing teams engaged on a variety of different
racing cars including V8 Utes, Formula Fords and V8
Supercars.

Andy not to be dismayed decided it was time to
pursue, his first love motor racing.

(Avoiding all those parties to study really paid off,
kind of note the lack of Smile.)

In completing his course Andrew was awarded and
marked top of his class. He was soon on his way to
Europe, to Race in British and Euro F3 with Carlin
Motorsport, working alongside current Formula World
Champion Sebastian Vettel.

(From one extreme to the other, Andrew and a
Cat 789 Dump Truck).Note the lack of a smile
Still with a hunger and deep passion for Racing
Andrew worked part time with a small Formula Ford
Team in South Sydney. Where one easy Saturday
afternoon something Bold as Brass purred past the
Race Shop in with an arousing hum emanating from a
V8 and an unusual wedge shape body. The engineer
in charge of the Formula Ford Workshop quickly
identified this car to be a Leyland P76, “a what?”
Andrew replied.
Full of questions that needed answering Andrew had
to find out more about this mystery car. Already being
all too familiar with the Holden Commodore and Ford
Falcon., Andrew needed to drive something
completely different from what all his mates were
driving. This strange mystery car came into Andrew’s
life just at the perfect time.

(Only a month in the new job in 2006, the car finished
and ready for testing in Wales. Note the lack of a
smile.

Once his Working Holiday Visa had expired Andrew
returned to Australia to work in the V8 Supercars.
First with Tasman Motorsport as Greg Murphy’s
number two mechanic and later switching teams to
Ford Performance Racing for 2008.
A break from racing in 2009 as Andrew left for WA to
the mining industry as a mechanical fitter. This
seemed to be a very big change of pace from Racing.
A Fitters job is servicing, repairing and maintaining all
types of mining machinery both above and below
ground. After taking out the King of the Mullock Heap
Trophie for a couple of years in a row and several
attempts at getting the truck accepted for entry in the
Bathurst 1000 Andy decided there was no future in
Dump Truck Racing.

(Andrew alongside David Abell at the CARnival
in Sydney 2013, notice Andrew’s lack of smile).
The P76 with its Italian Styling, the first aluminium V8
produced in Australia and like Andrew was born in
Sydney. Books were bought, phone calls were made
and Andrew was soon on the hunt for his own P76.
Once in contact with the NSW Owners Club emails
were sent out trying to find the right car. After all
consideration it made sense that Andrew’s car must
be a Targa Florio option pack.

With long hard hours and high level of physical and
mental demands of being a Race Mechanic Andrew
decided he also needed a small life away from the
Supercheap Auto V8 Supercar to bring him back down
to earth. The obvious choice was to start attending
meetings of the Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria
and Tasmania.

(The Targa Florio, the only car Leyland Australia
produced with the breeding of a Muscle car with
commemorated racing history.)
Not wanting to sit by as a car club members Andrew
decided to get involved in the P76 movement first as
a member for the NSW Owners Club following on to a
term as a Vice President and a National Council
Delegate. He set a goal to make others in his
generation aware that such a car existed.

Andrew knew the Vic/Tas club well through his duties
as a Council Delegate for the NSW Owners Club. At
the AGM Andrew became a full member, and we
volunteered him to take on the committee role of
Social Secretary and Council Delegate.

His aims is the ensure the club has an active and well
organised 12 month Event Calendar and to ensure
that the P76 National Council continues to head in the
right direction re managing component remanufacture
while fostering strong relationships with other clubs.
While of a younger generation compared to the
majority of our members, Andrew vows to ensure that
Australia remembers the P76 well into the future as
the car full of potential, ahead of its time and rivals
rather than as the lemon.
Conclusion- despite all the pizzazz and testosterone in
the world of Motor Racing it takes a P76 to bring a
smile to Drew’s Dial

New Members
(Andrew like many others aspires to one day be
a Force 7V owner and has sat behind the wheel
of 5 out of ten cars)Now he is smiling!!!!.
While working in the Western Australian wasteland in
2013 Andrew decided to attempt to re-enter the
Racing industry at the end of the current season. It
was to be a tall order after a 5 year absence from the
pit lane and a job that’s considered these days to be a
young man’s game.

This month we would like to welcome Andrew Kloot to
Membership of the P76 Owners Club of Victoria and
Tasmania. Andrew is no newcomer to the world of
P76 vehicles having been around the marque for
years, and is a former member of the SA Club.
Funnily enough, a touch of Déjà vu for Andrew, he is
the new owner of a familiar looking Spanish Olive
Executive ……..again!!!. I hope he has a good sense of
humour when reading his copy of ABA

In January 2014 the unthinkable happened, Andrew
received a phone call from Anthony McDonald; The
Team Manager of Walkinshaw Racing in Melbourne. A
flight to Melbourne, a nervous interview and a long
awaited phone call. was all it took and Andrew was
back in Racing again where he belonged.

Looks remarkably similar to the Spanish Olive
Executive Andrew once owned

(High hopes Qualifying on the front row in
New Zealand only to have the clutch fail on
the warm up lap Where’s the P76 Smile

Coming Events/Social
Pages

This is our premier event on our calendar and as
usual we aim to get as many cars there as possible.
We will be in the company of a host of BMC Vehicles
from Morris, Austin Leyland to MG’s

Hi Guys

The Puckapunyl club run for
the 25th Oct has been cancelled
I am sorry to report that the terrorists have won. If
their objective is to disrupt our daily lives they have
succeeded. Due to the increased security and
terrorism threat level the Army Base at Puckapunyl
has been closed
As it turns out, the
Federal Police have
uncovered a plot to
Dirka
blow up something
Dirka
with a P76. Even the
P76
terrorists recognised
Jihad
the potential of a
P76
with
its
cavernous
boot
packed
full
of
explosives. The plan
was to hyjack a P76
at
one
of
our
planned club runs, fill the boot with penny bungers
ram an unspecified target, light the fuse and praise
martyrdom. Fortunately the plot was foiled when an
suspicious character with a bag full of fireworks was
overheard commenting on a passing P76, “What a
bomb”
As a result the event has been suspended until further
notice. This event is to be replaced with another and
we will advise once plans have been firmed up.

2014 Club Concourse
7th December 2014
Its time to get take the P76 out of the shed remove
the dust and the bird Pooh, fire up the V8 or the L6
and come on down to the annual Club Concourse. This
year we will be running the event at the BMC Grand
Day out at Bundoora Park Plenty Road Bundoora. It
does not matter if your P76 is not in Concourse
contention.

LEYLAND P76
OWNERS CLUB
(SA) INC
Easter National Meeting
3–6 April 2015
The lasted Newsletter is attached and distributed with
this magazine
All accommodation has been reserved at Mclaren Vale
Motel & Apartments. Accommodation Bookings are to
be made direct to the motel. Please state that you are
attending the P76 National Meeting when making a
booking.
To Register please notify the Events Coordinator
Dianne Bray of your intention to attend Email
npbray@hotmail.com or mail 24 Elijah Street
Morphett Vale SA 5162 and complete the registration
form.

Leyland P76 Owners Club of
Victoria & Tasmania
2014/2015 Club Event
Schedule
lSunday
25th
October
2014

Day Trip
Cancelled
Puckapunyal Tank Museum Level)
and Tooborac Hotel

Due

to

Terrorist

Threat

9.00am to 3.45 PM

Sunday
Concourse D’ Elegance
Leyland P76 Owners Club
7th
VIC/TAS
December
BMC Grand Day Out
2014
10.00am to 3.00pm

of

Bundoora Park Plenty Road Bundoora VIC Free Entry Just
great BMC-Leyland cars, great people and a great day out.
Rocker Cover Racing Championship

Sunday
8th
Feburary
2015

Picnic and Hanging Rock

One of the largest annual gatherings of classic and vintage
cars in Victoria (2000+ cars) conducted at the Hanging
Rock reserve Mt Macedon. Entry is $20/Vehicle.
Pedestrian Entry $5. In order to be placed at the venue as
a Club group we will meet prior to arrival at Hanging Rock
and travel together for entry. Details will be provided prior
to the date.

Sunday
22nd
February
2015

RACV Classic Showcase
AOMC and RACV

Venue

Sunday
15th
March
2015
Friday 3rd
to Sunday
6th
April
2015

Day Trip
Holden Museum Trafalgar

9:00am Depart Melbourne (Location not set yet).
10:30am Arrival at Trafalgar Holden Museum at 69
Waterloo Road Trafalgar.
(Awaiting more Information, opening hours & entry fees).

Leyland P76 Easter
National Meeting

Mclaren Vale South Australia

9.00am - pm

-

Mornington

Racecourse,

Racecourse

Rd

Mornington
Admission: Display cars (driver + passengers) - $15
Spectators; $8.00

Other General Interest Events
OCT 24-26 Motorclassica, VIC
ROYAL EXHIBITION BUILDING, NICHOLSON STREET, CARLTON Motorclassica has become Australasia’s premier event for the classic, vintage
and veteran motoring movement, attracting the most beautiful and prestigious classic cars from collections around Australia and the World.

OCT 26 Hazelwood Car and Bike Show, VIC
GASKIN PARK, CORNER SWITCHBACK ROAD & MANNING DRIVE, CHURCHILL 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM The 7th Hazelwood Car and Bike Show is
being held on Sunday 26th October at Gaskin Park.

Nov 2 Cranbourne Swap Meet, VIC
CRANBOURNE RACECOURSE, GRANT STREET, CRANBOURNE 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM

NOV 3-8 Ballarat Festival of Motoring, VIC
BALLARAT MINING EXCHANGE AND BALLARAT AIRPORT 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

NOV 4 Melbourne Cup Day Swap Meet, VIC
EASTFIELD PARK TROTTING TRACK, EASTFIELD RD. STH CROYDON 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM

NOV 7-9 Historic Sandown, VIC
SANDOWN PARK, 591- 659 PRINCES HWY, SPRINGVALE 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

NOV 15-16 Bendigo Swap Meet, VIC
PRINCE OF WALES SHOWGROUNDS, HOLMES ROAD, BENDIGO 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

NOV 28-30 Valvoline Shepparton Springnats, VIC
SHEPPARTON SHOWGROUNDS, HIGH STREET, MIDLAND HIGHWAY, SHEPPARTON 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

NOV 29-30 Geelong Revival, VIC
RITCHIE BOULEVARDE, GEELONG WATERFRONT 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

La página de Presidentes
We, the committee will be concentrating our efforts this year and 2015
on two major topics; Spare parts that we will need to have remanufactured; and more and better social events and club activities.
Spares Projects
The two major spares projects on the go at the moment are:
Boot carpets and rubber mats. Brian Carte now has the cut out boot
floor and is working to build a frame so that the manufacturer can
manufacture the moulds. Once the moulds have been created then we
will be asking members to place orders so that we can have a batch
made. Prices will be available shortly. We would like these to be
available in time for the National meet in South Australia next year.
Strut Tops. Brian is well on the way to having these made. As soon as
we have approved the first one we will be asking for a bath to be
manufactured.
Brian and Martyn are keeping the spares list up to date and I expect
the updated spreadsheet will be available on the website shortly.
P76.com.au
Club Activities and Functions
In the last magazine we published notice of a car show we wanted members to attend on the 14th
September in Beaumaris. Andrew also put out a flyer to members. Andrew spent quite a bit of time
working with the organisers to get our club a choice spot at the show. We anticipated that we would
get at least 6 P76's at the show.
Unfortunately we only had 3 cars attend as I described in the article about the show. I understand
there were a few of our usual attendees that couldn't attend, but it is still disappointing that after the
good work done by Andrew that only 3 member's cars were displayed.

That's all for this month
Safe Driving

Ken

Member Articles

The Cause of
Homelessness

The Black Governator
Update

I was walking down the street when I was accosted
by a particularly dirty and shabby-looking homeless
man who asked me for a couple of dollars for dinner.

Some pics of the progress of Gov 1 or the Governator
as it’s called in the club newsletter. This is still early
days as it has to be blocked down then cut and
polished.

I took out my wallet, extracted ten dollars and
asked,” If I give you this money, will you buy some
beer with it instead of dinner?"
"No, I had to stop drinking years ago," the homeless
man replied.
"Will you use it to go fishing instead of buying food?" I
asked.
"No, I don't waste time fishing," the homeless man
said.”I need to spend all my time trying to stay alive."
"Will you spend this on hunting equipment?" I asked.
"Are you NUTS!" replied the homeless man. "I haven't
gone hunting in 20 years!"
"Well," I said, "I'm not going to give you money.
Instead, I'm going to take you home for a shower and
a terrific dinner cooked by my wife."
The homeless man was astounded. "Won't your wife
be furious with you for doing that?
I replied, "Don't worry about that. It's important for
her to see what a man looks like after he has given up
drinking, fishing and hunting."

The engine bay and under car are also still to be
done. I thought the painter would have painted the
doors on the car but that’s his professional decision,
I’m not a spray painter.

Cheers John Ernst

That Old Fuel Pump……The
LPG Safety Switch
Follow up to Les Kobylinski’s Article in the last issue of
ABA

Well done, Les. You revive many old adjustments /
improvements that I did on my own car when I put
LPG into my car. I put LPG in during 1977, and
though there has been the occasional ‘bug’ or
‘nuisance’, I have generally had a good run with LPG,
and I still use it out of preference. The only difference
now is that I run the car only on LPG. There is
currently no petrol supply to the engine installed, not
even for dual fuel.

I can’t believe how anxious I am, I have waited 15
years for this (my own doing, should have happen 15
yrs ago) and now it’s finally happening. Talk about
feeling wound up like a clock spring.
Andy Frith

My reason for writing is Les’s need to use an LPG
Safety Switch. When I first had LPG fitted, there was
no legal requirement for this device as the lock-off
was mechanical [Impco], operated by vacuum.
However, not all systems were Impco, and the electric
lock off became standard in use, and an electrical LPG
Safety Switch needed to be fitted. Of course, a petrol
powered car also needs this switch when an electric
fuel pump is fitted.
My suggestion is that the LPG Safety Switch is better
located in the car – mine is in the glove box, on the
vertical panel on the front right hand side. My reason
for this is experiences with the switch’s failure, I
think, because of sustained high temperature in the

engine bay, or perhaps just proximity to the exhaust
manifold. When these items fail, the car stops. The
symptoms can leave you thinking that fuel and
ignition have failed – in fact, it can be quite baffling.
The point is that these switches will go for a long time
months and months, you forget them, then all of a
sudden, they ‘pull your trousers down,’ and there’s no
life in your car. Since I have put my switch in the
glove box, I haven’t been troubled with this stoppage
– so far so good.
Another tip is to carry a spare switch. It’s very easy
and quick to replace the switch.
I get my LPG Safety Switches from Peel Instruments
PL, Mornington. They are a family company. Check for
details online, or phone 03 5975 6700. At Peel’s
invitation, I once returned a unit to them that I
thought had failed. They checked it and returned it to
me free of charge. That is the spare unit I currently
carry, Price? I’ve forgotten
Mike Chadwick.

We travelled to Noosa the next day and stayed with
my sister who owns Noosa Rivera Resort; its is a
great place to stay and if you mention my name,
maybe you will get a discount.
After a relaxing few days we sent off for Brisbane to
pick up our P and make our way home. With the help
of a SAT NAV we found the house which had a very
steep driveway. The owners stated that the car does
not start and will have to be towed………. Did I
mention a steep driveway??????
This car had not run for 23 years and was parked
against a wall which made getting it out very
challenging. First the junk had to be removed from
the back of it. With all their family (8) watching, the
car was towed up the driveway backwards and then
down the road to a flat spot where it had to be turned
around and winched on to the trailer.
After loading the car and the spare parts that were
part of the deal, we set off for home.

It’s too far to tow a trailer
for a P
By Maureen Warrick
The Pink P came on to eBay and before the day was
over we had messages from friends saying that we
needed to add this one to our collection! Rod said NO
it’s too far to tow a trailer for a P but after he looked
at the pictures we place a bid, even though we did not
want to drive that far.
We corresponded with the owners who agreed if we
won the P; it could stay there until we were ready to
pick it up. The owners were heading overseas and
would not be home for some time. They also said they
were downsizing their house and were not leaving for
some time either so it was ok where it was.
We had extra photos sent with the history of the car,
and then Rod decided to get serious and would try to
win the bidding on the car however Rod did give me a
limit
I was at a work meeting when the bidding ended so I
had another family member to keep an eye on the car
and gave instructions to increase the bid if we were
losing. (Rod was unaware this was happening) I
wanted to win this car for two reasons, first to have a
pink P in our collection but also I had an ulterior
motive; I could visit my sister who moved to Noosa.
Suffice to say we WON the car paying just a tad more
than Rod wanted.
It then came time to go on a trip to visit my
Sister…….I mean pick up the car, so we set off in the
Nissan Ute with the trailer on behind. Our first stop
was at Forbes where there was a motor museum
which we visited the next morning. The museum was
well worth a visit if you are ever up that way.
Our second stop was a Goondiwindi on the
Queensland border. Note to self-do not stay on Major
Highway at round about where trucks travel at night.

I suggested we travel home a different way home but
did not realise that it
meant crossing mountains.
I need to read road maps
more thoroughly and take
notice of what the big lines
mean!
We travelled as
far as Tamworth where we
discovered that we had
blown an airbag on the
Ute. After rearranging the
parts to redistribute the
weight on the Ute we set
off again and travelled as far as Tenterfield for our
overnight stay.
Our next overnight stay was at Dubbo, where we
sadly discovered that the other airbag had also blown.
Another reorganise of the spares in the tray was
needed prior to leaving for home.
Today was a big day; we drove from Dubbo to home,
arriving at Kiata at 10pm. Due to the failed air bags
our headlights on the way home were set for possum
spotting. We were very happy to be home after
travelling 4454 ks.

Left – Back home at the ranch with the P intact
and the droopy Nissan
The pink P stayed at home in Kiata for a few weeks
then Rod wasted no time taking it to the spray
painters to be restored. The vinyl roof has been
removed and will not be going back on.
Rod said the car is exactly as it was stated on EBay
and once it is restored to its former glory it will take
pride of place in our P showroom.

Maureen Warrick

P76 Memorabilia
Sales and Service Bulletins sent out to Leyland
Dealers 1973/74

CLASSIFIEDS
Parts Trader
Parts for Sale
Windscreens -The Victorian Club has new Laminated
Windscreens in stock priced at $185 Ea. Please contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).
Z295 V8 Air Filter Cartridges – We have a stock of
original fit airfilters for sale at $35 each. These are no
longer being manufactured by RYCO Please contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).
V8 Ignition Points- The club has recently managed to
procure the a number of P76 V8 Points. There is mixture
of Echlin CS217V, Repco L20, Bosch GL27 contact sets.
These are available to Members Only. If you want a set
Please contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).

Under Bonnet and Front End Decal Set. The Vic club
has reproduced the underbonnet Decals ideal for that
restoration of the engine bay where invarably the
original decals are damaged or destroyed on removal.
The decals are printed on Metalic Silver and include;
•

Type Pressure Chart

•

Emmissions Control Label

•

Radiator Coolant Label . Both Types

•

Hot Run Tested and Electronically Tuned Label

•

Warning Label – Alternator Fitted with Negative
Earth

•

Front
Guard
side
Badge
Replacement
Exec/Leyland/Super/Deluxe and Six/V-Eight

P76 V8 Engine Main Bearing Sets . With the closure
of ACL the Club has made a last ditch purchase of engine

bearing sets for the P76 V8 Engine.
Bearings are available in .010 and .020 oversize at $130
per set Please contact Brian Carte Parts and Tech
Byer Protection Plan Decals
I have just received a new run of 30 odd buyer
protection plan decals. This is the last run than can be
done on the printed negatives. only 30 were possible
before the negatives were scrap. The price is $30 each
with free packing and postage.

If you want one
please call Nick
on 0418882043.

Due to the reflective surface the Decals are difficult to
photograph and appear blurred. Sold Items are good quality.

$20 per set If you want a set Please contact Brian
Carte Parts and Tech.
For Sale Leyland V8 Engine 44004078

Engine complete except for water pump and starter.
Condition unknown but turns over OK ($400)
Contact Brian (Parts and Tech) Pick up from
Lara

For Sale two Leyland 4 Speed Gearbox
Both gearboxes are condition unknown and therefore
suitable for reco. One gearbox comes with 6 cyl Bell
Housing ($250) the other without Bellhousing($150).
Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

V8 VRS Gasket Sets Come Complete with Valley Cover
gasket and rubber seals Limited Stock $250 Contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

Now Available at Mentiplay Leyland
Urethane Steering Couplings: $40
plus $5 postage and packaging
Rebuilt Urethane Gearbox Mounts:
$170 plus $10 postage (exchange
basis only)
Contact James Mentiplay
Mentiplay Leyland
Phone: 0408 918 127
Email: leylandp76@westnet.com.au
Anything But Expensive

Parts Wanted

VRS Gasket Set Conversion (Rover to P76) 60$
Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

2600 L6 Engine Short Motor Engine No. 26061024.
Engine is a Factory Replacement Short Motor but I am
unable to provide details of KM since reco. It has been
inhibited and stored for around 10-20 years.

WANTED Original Leyland 8 track tape player
Please contact David 0409 675 648

WANTED Leyland P76 Executive Carpet Ginger Brown
New or Good S/H Please contact Bob 0409 160 116

WANTED Leyland P76 Executive Boot Carpet New or
S/H Please contact Bob 0409 160 116
WANTED Leyland P76 Super/Deluxe Boot Mat –
Used but in good condition for age.
Please contact Ray Ikin 03 51766086

Engine available for pick up from LARA Vic
$300 ono Contact Martyn on 0455342366.

WANTED(1) Set of GC P76 Window Seals Inner @ Outer.
(2) Under Dash Conduit (Large size from Box to Vent) 1x
needed only.
(3) W/Screen Trim Front Top Section only x1 GC
(4) Original Boot Rubber Mat in GC
Contact Michael Hare Mob- 0401092265
WANTED Accessories
Wire Headlight Accessory Guards for a Super
Contact Philip McCumisky 0408 842 800

WANTED Dash Pad
Top dash pad in excellent to mint condition
Will pay top dollar for quality item
Phone Steph on 0457844222

Contact Martyn 0455342366 Location Lara Vic.

Vehicle Trader
076E4S3A4418106 Omega Navy Targa
Florio (1974) V8 Auto Factory Air, Pwr
Str, LSD PNK-988
This car is in good condition with the usual Targa
Refinements Pwr Steering, T bar Auto, LSD. The
Parchment Interior is in excellent condition; it was
replaced with new seat squabs and door trims in 1990..
This car was used in a Channel Nine car show and
proved that the Targa could match the 1/4 mile times
published in the Wheels Car of the Year assessment in
1974. $16,000 ono
Phone
George
0351523953

“Scissor

hands”

Leyland P76 V8 Four Speed Super
Country Cream 076A4S3M44-1109
Engine # 4401-1174 DOM 8/73
The car is body number 109 of a total build of 1047 four
speed V8. The car is believed to have travelled
136,000KM which cannot be verified but the vehicles
condition would indicate that it is a low mileage vehicle.
The car has never been in an accident has no rust and
was repainted in two pack paint in 1990 and has
excellent imperial leather super trim..
The car has a dual exhaust and comes naked with no
radio or console as original (No Holes in the dash/No
Speaker hole in the dash pad).

Hammond

Leyland P76 Executive Spanish Olive
076E4S4A44-17271 DOM 6-74-25

I believe I am the third owner of the car and since
owning I have updated the electrical to Bosch, installed
H4 Headlights, heavy earths, (banishing Lucas “The
Prince of Darkness”) and an electric fuel pump. Car has
been pressure washed underneath and coated with PRO
15.
Car comes with 5 new tyres, but no RWC/Registration
The car is a firm $12,000, no trade ins. If you are
interested Contact Owner 03 54842020 or Mobile
0408842800.

Leyland P76 V8 Four Speed Super
Spanish
Olive.
076A4S3M441360.
DOM 11/73 Engine # 44161073

I have Two Cars for Sale:
Country Cream 4 speed manual six,
076D4S3M2615974 brown interior. under dash
air con. Restoration project a few rust holes but not hard
to get at, sills and rails very good. Late '74 car. No
bumper bars taken off as they had dings. Not running.
Not for the faint of heart but genuine low k
example.$1200 ono

Am-eye-blue
T-bar
auto
076B4S3A261253 older resto has had

six

a number
of nos parts fitted. Genuine origonal example, rare in
this configuration. Body good, straight. Parchment
interior very good, needs new black carpet, door trim
matching. Not running. ring
For more info contact Mick 03 97294005 mob:
0425728628

DAY TWO

In case you need a laugh:
An Aussie stockman had just got married and he
and his wife stopped at an outback hotel on their
wedding night.
The man approached the front desk and asked
for a room.
He said, 'We're on our honeymoon and we need a
nice room, with a good strong bed."
The clerk winked, 'Do you want the 'Bridal'?'
The drover reflected on this for a moment and
then replied,
"Nah, I reckon not. I'll just hold onto her ears until
she gets used to it.."

WICOE
(Women In Charge Of Everything)
Is proud to announce the opening of its
EVENING CLASSES FOR MEN!
OPEN TO MEN ONLY
ALL ARE WELCOME
Note: due to the complexity and level of difficulty, each
course will accept a maximum of eight participants

EMPTY MILK CARTONS;
DO THEY BELONG IN THE FRIDGE OR THE BIN?
Group discussion and role play
HEALTH WATCH;
BRINGING HER FLOWERS IS NOT HARMFUL TO
YOUR HEALTH
PowerPoint presentation
REAL MEN ASK FOR DIRECTIONS WHEN LOST
Real life testimonial from the one man who did
IS IT GENETICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SIT QUIETLY
AS SHE PARALLEL PARKS?
Driving simulation
LIVING WITH ADULTS;
BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
YOUR MOTHER AND YOUR PARTNER
Online class and role playing
HOW TO BE THE IDEAL SHOPPING COMPANION
Relaxation exercises, meditation and breathing
techniques
REMEMBERING IMPORTANT DATES
& CALLING WHEN YOU'RE GOING TO BE LATE
Bring your calendar or PDA to class
GETTING OVER IT;
LEARNING HOW TO LIVE WITH BEING WRONG ALL
THE TIME
Individual counsellors available

The course covers two days, and topics covered in this
course include:
DAY ONE
HOW TO FILL ICE CUBE TRAYS
Step by step guide with slide presentation
TOILET ROLLS- DO THEY GROW ON THE HOLDERS?
Roundtable discussion

You can advertise your vehicle IN HERE for
free

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LAUNDRY BASKET &
FLOOR
Practising with hamper (Pictures and graphics)

Please contact Editor at
martynp76hayes@gmail.com and provide a
short description

DISHES & SILVERWARE;
DO THEY LEVITATE/FLY TO KITCHEN SINK
OR DISHWASHER BY THEMSELVES?
Debate among a panel of experts.

Please Include the VIN or Engine Number
and photos for your entry

REMOTE CONTROL
Losing the remote control - Help line and support groups
LEARNING HOW TO FIND THINGS
Starting with looking in the right place
Instead of turning the house upside down while
screaming Open forum

Items will be advertised for three months.
Contact the Editor to extend your
advertisement or to remove it if sold.

